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Case Study

CSAT: Improving Issue Resolution
and Restoring Customer Smiles
FCR drives higher customer satisfaction by improving the rate of issue resolution.

Introduction

FCR continuously looks for ways to improve processes and Customer Satisfaction
(CSAT) is at the forefront for many clients.
Our Client Analytics Team partnered with the Operations Team, who manages a
client that’s a leader in the gaming and technology industry. The goal was to increase
the rate of issue resolution, which in turn promotes the client’s customer service
mission — Restoring Customer Smiles. In just two months, the resolution rate
significantly increased along with customer loyalty, team engagement, and overall
quality.

Challenge

The client measures their issue resolution rate during their
post-interaction survey where customers are asked:

“Was your issue resolved today?”
The four month rolling average for the resolution rate had
been at 82.22%. In July 2016, however, that rate dipped to
80.9%. As the peak season approached and preparations
were being made for new technology launches, it
became even more critical for FCR to proactively work
to boost resolution results. Our client’s customer
satisfaction hinged on our ability to do this!
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Solution

Program Manager, Damon Zeliff partnered with Ruth McCullen, Director of Client
Analytics, to evaluate current and historical trends and improve the resolution rate.
The multi-faceted approach, titled “Restoring Smiles Campaign,” aligned beautifully
with the client’s customer service mission. It included the following key elements:
1. Looking at historical data, we gained a deeper understanding of the root
cause drivers for the resolution rates. This data and projections for the next
several months helped us determine control metrics for CSAT. With this
information, we agreed upon an initial resolution rate goal of 83% per month.
2. We conducted focus groups to learn from our front line subject matter
experts and supervisors. There was an assumption from these groups
that certain issues had a lower resolution rate than others. This led the
team to track the root cause of unresolved issues, revealing that 52% of
unresolved contacts were
driven by a single contact
type. After drilling down
further into this contact type,
several recommendations
were shared with the client,
which included updates to
the knowledgebase for
customers, additional training
for the Operations Team
when the client’s escalations
team isn’t available, adoption
of a closed loop feedback
process, and more step-bystep instructions for older customer devices.
3. The Operations Team identified a few areas for training, especially
as it related to negotiation skills on sales-related contacts and device
replacements.
4. A communication plan was developed in partnership with program
leadership around the Restoring Smiles Campaign. The campaign would
galvanize the leadership, gather any ideas to continue to drive the results,
and also support FCR’s culture.
5. One of the ideas from the leadership team was to add “Did we restore the
customer’s smile?” to the quality assurance (QA) form. While this was not a
scored question, it helped leadership and colleagues reinforce the resolution
rate goal, encourage discussion in regular quality coaching sessions, and
increase CSAT results. In one month we saw an increase in restored smiles
on the QA results by almost 7%.
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Results

The Restoring Smiles Campaign drove a higher issue resolution rate and
continuous process improvement for the client and Operations Teams. It also
resulted in sustained improvement to overall quality and team engagement. Some
of the key achievements included:
•
•
•
•

6.6% improvement in Issue Resolution Rate after just two months to 87.6%.
88.3% issue resolution rate in April 2017 was an all time high.
CSAT improved from 91.6% in October 2016 to 92.8% in April 2017.
Increased customer service loyalty by reducing customer effort to get issues
resolved.

6.6%

Improvement in issue
resolution after just two
months to 87.6%.

88.3%

All time high in issue
resolution in April 2017.

92.8%

CSAT improved to
92.8% in April 2017.

Through these efforts an increase in
customer service loyalty resulted.
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